
Durashadu

	So in the Golden Ice-Cream City of Zard there are basically neighborhoods of Gods: the Ice Gods can all live in a neighborhood and go to Ice God schools where they preserve Ice God traditions, the volcano Gods all live together in Little Volcano, so on.  Each of these neighborhoods have what amounts to a Zard Alderman, a God that according to Hedgegrove presides over the other Gods and is much, much older than anything we've come to understand.  One of these older Gods is Durashadu, a Mountain Lobster.

			Durashadu is a mighty crustacean etched in living rock,
			and is a guardian of Mountains, Caves, and a guide to
			the underworld of Larlarki.  Though Durashadu is not
			the one who creates mountains, it is he who digs beneath 
			them with his powerful rock-claws and it is he and his 
			cold heart that brings forth the ice and snow of the 
			Mountain, and it is he who solidifies the soft mud into
			hard rock.

	That soft mud is apparently what the Earth was made of at the beginning of time and space, and in that huge sea of Mud there was a Catfish Mud-God named Idakilu.  In this ancient Earth Idakilu was swimming through the mud, carving out rivers and spitting out the mud to make mountains, when he mistakenly broke through to Larlarki, which is basically the eighth circle of Hell.  Its a giant, cold cave with a huge lake where Etusurzu- that "tricky shadow duck"- swims around.  Well this is also the cave where Durashadu was etched out of living stone and ice. When Idakilu broke through into Hell she let loose all kinds of terrible things, like a giant fire-breathing scorpion named Senilshung whose poison brings forth a death of disappointment.  The problem was that Idakilu couldn't plug the hole into Hell with mud, and so she enlisted the help of Durashadu.

			Durashadu was had already been awakened from his
			slumber by the intrusion, and was ready to return to
			a life a solitude.  However he was also in awe of the
			mud-world which he saw, and compared to the cold
			dark of Larlarki this new Earth was a wonderful and
			open paradise where he could create his own caves
			to live.  So it was that Durashadu and Idakilu made an
			agreement: Idakilu would pour mud over the chasm to
			Larlarki and Durashadu would harden it to rock.  Soon
			the first mountain had been built and the chasm had
			been sealed.  To keep Idakilu from ever breaking into
			Larlarki again, Durashadu created an impenetrable 
			crust around the Earth which only he could break with
			his diamond claws.

	So luckily the Mudfish and the rock-lobster stopped the Disappointment scorpion from brining hell to Earth.  Except they didn't actually stop the disappointment scorpion and this whole event basically became a Pandora's Box type thing where most evil comes from there.  Anyways, Durashadu keeps to himself mostly, preferring to spend his time digging caves into the Earth to hide away from the other gods who are having their own issues.  Well, mostly it's Shadow duck Etusurzu and Sky-Chicken Nuzilu.  See the duck's upset because he was trapped underground for the longest time (oh yeah, the hole into Hell unleashed him into our waking world.  Good one mudfish), and he sees Nuzilu pecking the sun around the sky which is all light and open and free and basically decides to devote a chunk of his never-ending life to stealing the sun.  Anyways, Nuzilu keeps on asking Durashadu to trap Etusurzu again, and Etusurzu keeps on asking him to build a mountain so tall that he can reach the sky.  Durashadu wants nothing to do with either, but he gets roped into their schemes.

			One story tells of a day when Nuzilu, seeing the tricky
			duck Etusurzu making promises he couldn't keep and
			becoming greatly angered by this.  Deciding to once
			and for all trap the duck back in Larlarki, Nuzilu
			hatched a plan.  Nuzilu rode down on a beam of
			sunlight, with her feather glowing in iridescence, and
			stole from Durashadu one of his diamond claws.
				"I will return your claw to you once you seal
			Etusurzu back in Larlarki.  Until you do, it shall be mine".
				"Foolish hen!", retorted Durashadu, "I can grow
			a new claw, and a new one after that!  So long as there
			is metal in the earth or ice on the surface I can grow!".
				"Then I shall remove all ice! I shall melt all metal!
			You must once again trap that duck in the forever
			shadows! I beg you to!".
			[...] Nuzilu was true to her words, and for thirty days she 
			did not peck the sun down, which melted all the ice on the 
			surface and caused all metals to mix with mud.  Every time 
			Durashadu was able to mine enough ore to grow a new 
			claw, Nuzilu would fly down, fast as light, and snatch it 
			away again. With the ground melting into his caves, and
			there being close to no more ore, Durashadu knew he had
			to take a drastic measure.

	He made the moon. Just cutting to the chase, because Hedgegrove goes on and on like that and spends a while describing melting hills.  Which is neat and all but... basically Durashadu made the moon.  He made a deal with Kalinziru, the Storm-Raven who was basically Durashadu’s only friend because they were both weird loners who were pestered by Sky-Chicken and Shadow-Duck (The main difference being that Kalinziru was the brother of Nuzilu and Etusurzu while Durashadu was unrelated to all three).  Kalinziru kept a single boulder safe from the sun with a constant cloud of snow while Durashadu worked to mold the boulder to block the sun and hurl it into the sky.  They then asked the Keeper of the Night Girlargith the Bee to guide the rock and keep it in place.  So Durashadu threw a rock at the sun which became the moon which is now looked over by a  Moon-Bee.  Shortly after that Nuzilu started pecking the sun down again and gave Durashadu his claws back and everything ended up okay.
	Durashadu still mostly keeps to himself in the Golden Ice-Cream city of Zard, and the Rock-God neighborhood is described as a small one that seems more like a place that probably has a few good Rock restaurants but not much else.  Blanga and Panlinugun are two Philippine dieties who live in the rock-neighborhood who greatly oppose Durashadu’s hands-off approach and they keep trying to either vote Durashadu out of office or organize rock heritage festivals.  As a means of keeping his office against a coup from another rock deity Dis (who is himself sort of in bed with the underworld-mob), he courted supporters of Blanga and Panlinugun by creating a neighborhood holiday, Bataraw, in which all rock-run businesses can close and celebrate their rock heritage.  So things are okay in the rock-neighborhood, and Durashadu still meets up with Kalinziru to play chess every once in a while which is the best a living B-52’s reference can hope for.
